Celebration of the New Bread
Orfű, Mill Museum

19 AUGUST

19.00: Performance of Montry Thaalavattam (IN) & SINGAS Project (HU)
21.00: DJ-set with Peter Pausz
After darkness light painting on the walls of the newly restored buildings

20 AUGUST

10.00: Guided walk to the cave, the water source of the mill
11.00: Performance of MárkusZínház, a famous puppet theatre group of Pécs: The tree that reaches to the clouds
12.00: Demonstration of the achievements of the „Miller's route” project, which is realised within the framework of the Hungary-Croatia IPA Cross-border Co-operation Programme 2007-2013.
12.30: Blessing of the New Bread
13.30: Lunch - Hungarian and Croatian specialities
14.00-tól: Tenkes music group - Hungarian folk music and dance
15.00-tól: Mišina bagpipe group (HR)
Continuous programmes during the day from 10.00 am:

*Bread baking* in the miller’s summer kitchen

*Handycraft* demonstrations and market

Recycling *workshop* (Retextil)

Creative *children’s plays*

Tasting and selling of *local products*

*Guided tours* in the mills and in the cave

More information:

[www.orfuivizimalom.hu](http://www.orfuivizimalom.hu)

+36 20/466 55 06

+36 20/554 91 12